Superiority of the buffy coat over serum or plasma for the detection of Alkhumra virus RNA using real time RT-PCR.
RT-PCR to detect Alkhumra virus (ALKV) RNA in plasma or serum has been the standard practice to confirm this infection in the first seven days of illness. In this study, RT-PCR detection of viral RNA from the plasma, serum, and buffy coat (BC) was compared to virus isolation. Plasma, serum, and BC were obtained from seven patients with clinically suspected ALKV infection in Najran, Saudi Arabia. Baby hamster kidney (BHK-21) and rhesus monkey kidney (LLC-MK2) cell culture monolayers were used for virus isolation. Real-time RT-PCR was used to confirm ALKV infection and to detect viral RNA directly from plasma, serum, and BC. ALKV was isolated from five of the seven patients. The virus was isolated from all three specimen types (plasma, serum, and BC) of the five confirmed patients. ALKV RNA was detected directly by RT-PCR in BC in all five (100%) culture-positive patients and in plasma or serum in only four (80%) of the five patients. Three of the five patients for whom ALKV RNA was detected in BC also had detectable viral RNA in plasma and serum. In the remaining two patients with detectable ALKV RNA in the BC, the plasma was positive but the serum was negative in one patient, whereas the serum was positive and the plasma was negative in the other patient. The use of real-time RT-PCR to detect ALKV RNA in the BC was superior to using plasma and serum and equivalent to virus isolation.